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Salukis to Play Washington Tonight

GS Students' Appointment Schedule Set

General Studies students will make appointments for spring quarter registration in the alphabetical order of the floor of the University Center. An alphabetical script has been set up as follows: Harrison through Ozment will register Monday; Pa through Zylik will register Tuesday; and Aaron through Zevons will register Wednesday.

Amos Black, acting executive director of the General Studies program, said any student not keeping his appointment or not notifying the General Studies office of a cancellation will not be registered for spring term and, as a result, will not be enrolled in the University.

Students are continuing to register and make program changes for winter term. They will be able to do so through next week without a dean's approval.

SIU Gets Funds To Buy Property

SIU has received $78,000 for the purchase of the southeast corner of a property at the corner of Mill and Elizabeth Streets. Purchase of the property will complete SIU's acquisition along the south side of Mill Street between Oakland and Union Streets.

SIU has purchased the land to allow Mill Street, currently a one-lane street, to be expanded to four lanes with a center dividing strip, and to complete its expansion to the north.

The University will contribute up to $200,000 to help finance the widening of Mill Street. Carbondale will pay its share out of the $1.4 million bond issue for improvements.

Suggestions for GS Changes Will Be Heard Next Week

Open hearings in which faculty members will discuss proposals for a new General Studies system will be held at Carbondale and Edwardsville next week.

The faculty General Studies Committee approved the hearings at a meeting this week.

The hearing at Edwards­ ville will be at 3 p.m., Tuesday in the John Mason Peck Classroom Building.

The Carbondale hearing will be at 3 p.m. Thursday in the Illinois Theater.

Proposals include renaming the General Studies unit at University College, designating an appropriate academic title, such as dean, for the head of the unit, and modification of General Studies requirements. Also to be discussed is the elimination of waivers at time levels for Education, and Physical Education should be required of all undergraduates.

Modifications under the third proposal would include the elimination of waivers at first levels and introduction of waivers at second levels to provide greater flexibility in upper levels, elimination of mathematics and foreign language requirements in area D, elimination of area F: requirements (physical education and health education), and a change of requirements from nine to eight hours per quarter.

Light Up the Night! The reflection from automobile headlights, street lights and lights in campus buildings, make the SIU campus sparkle on a frosty winter's night. This unusual picture was taken from the Home Economics Building looking south, and is a joint project by Roddy Clark and Hal Stutele.

For Legislative Liaison

Formation of Illinois Students' Federation

Asks For By Carbondale Senate Group

The Student Senate has passed a bill insuring George Paluch, student body president, to contact all college and university student government in Illinois for the purpose of forming a federation to meet with members of the state legislature.

This group would inform the student bodies of present legislation that would affect them and work toward making the view points of students known.

According to an article in the Chicago Sun-Times, a similar group was formed in New Mexico. The New Mexico Association of College Students is made up of all the student governments in the state except two.

The Sun-Times article says that the students "hope to make the federation an instrument for exerting political power in state government."

B. Groce, LASS student senator, is in touch with John Salazar, leader of the New Mexico group.

In other action, the Senate authorized five buses for transportation to the Evansville game on Jan. 19. The cost to students will be $1 for the round trip.

Another bill was passed that will enable senators to have aids. They must meet the same requirements as senators.

They will be able to use all of the facilities of the student government, but they will not be able to vote. The purpose of the aids is to train students in the workings of student government.

A memo was read suggesting the installation of bus stops on campus, Paluch asked the Senate to prepare a resolution to that effect for next week's meeting.

An appropriation of $50 for the Senate's chamber was reported as passed. An appropriation of $50 for the chamber's printing press was reported as passed. An appropriation of $110 for the Senate's newspaper was reported as passed. An appropriation of $50 for the Senate's newspaper was reported as passed.

The resolution to raise the Athletic fee was reported as still being in committee.

Under the proposal, $6 a term from the activity fee would go to intercollegiate athletics, earmarked for National Collegiate Athletic Association work-study scholarships for major sports.

The offensive playmaker is

(Continued on Page 12)

Gus Bode

Gus Bode says he knows one pro­fessor who has had a University car parked so long in his driveway he is thinking about putting in a parking meter.
Behind-Scenes Volunteers Provide Student Activities

A relatively small number of students, who volunteer their time and services, work behind the scenes to bring SIU the best in entertainment, organized activities and educational programs. This little-recognized organization of students is the University Center Programming Board, now entering its 18th quarter of service under the same name. Through this board, students plan and carry out the majority of student activities on campus.

The UCPB is comprised of eight separate committees: dance, education and culture, recreation, service, special events, displays, communications and development. This active board can plan and make arrangements for anything from an Easter egg hunt to a case-exploring trip. However, it specializes in providing dances, creative in-sight programs, and movies through the University Center.

The UCPB is also responsible for bringing together American students with their foreign counterparts through an annual "International Night," and helps to orient new students with a "Know Your University" program. A similar but less active board was in existence before the present University Center was built four years ago.

Starting a new quarter and the 18th quarter of providing "things to do" for University students, the communications committee released a statement urging "ideas, cooperation, and participation" by the student body in making this the best year in the board's history.

IN CONCERT-Ann Spuchec, violinist, will be featured with Lois Pales, cello, and Liselotttie Schmidt, piano, in the Sunday Concert at 4 p.m. in Shyrock Auditorium.

Pianist, Poet Will Appear At Freshman Convocations

Pianist Boris Golovskey, poet Stephen Spender and Episcopal Bishop Chandler Sterling are among those booked for winter term Freshman Convocation series.

The one-hour convocations are scheduled each Thursday at 10 a.m. and at 1 p.m. in Shyrock Auditorium.

Goldovsky, one-time concert star and opera impresario, will give a talk Feb. 3 called "Operalogue." He will be introduced by Marjorie Lawrence, former Metropolitan Opera star.

Spender, British poet and editor, will appear Jan. 13 in a recitation of his works, Bishop Sterling is scheduled Jan. 20, during Religion in Life Week at SIU.

The complete program: Jan. 13-Spender.

VARSITY

Last Times Today

BERNICE SAYS...

DANCING

This Afternoon and Tonight

213 E. Main

---

TRANSFER PETITION

Needs Dean's OK

Students who wish to transfer from General Studies into a college or school must see the signature of the dean of the school.

Petition forms must be picked up at the General Studies office, signed by the dean and returned to the General Studies office. Students who have foreclosed have 64 credit hours are eligible to transfer.

INTERNATIONAL CLUBS' HEADS

Meet Here

The council of international student clubs will meet at 2 p.m. Sunday at the International Student Center.

The council discusses activities for 1966 and will announce activities of each foreign student association.

The purposes of the council are to help the International Student Center plan special activities for foreign students; to coordinate these activities with other universities and area programs; to review procedures for improving the international student life on campus.

Other purposes are to bring foreign students and recommendations for their students to the International Student Center; to help the foreign student to better understand the customs and necessities of the countries represented at SIU, as well as to learn more about American culture; and to help the foreign student become better acquainted with American students and vice versa.

LOANS READY MONDAY

National defense loans will be available Monday at the Burnar's Office.

Today's Weather

Much colder today with the high in the upper 20's or the lower 30's. The low for this date was 68 recorded in 1939 and the low of -3 was recorded in 1942, according to the SIU Climatological Laboratory.
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NEEDLES

- Diamond
- Sapphire

to fit all makers

Williams Store

213 S. ILLINOIS
Saturday
Counseling and Testing Service will give General Education Development tests in the Library Auditorium and College Board Admissions tests in Mackeberry Auditorium beginning at 8 a.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 1 p.m. at a room in the University Center.
Intramural coeducational swimming will be held at the swimming pool in University School starting at 1 a.m.
The Children's Movie will feature "Buffalo Bill" at 2 p.m. in Furr Auditorium in the University School, Oklahoma City. The meeting will be held in the swimming pool in University School starting at 1 a.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 1 p.m. in a room in the University Center.
Strings class of the Department of Music will begin at 11 a.m. in Shroyer Auditorium.
"The Passion" will be shown at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. during Movie Hour in Furr Auditorium. The movie "The Monastery of St. Francis" will be shown at 9:30 and 11 p.m. in Shroyer Auditorium.
Savant will feature "The Pride and the Passion" beginning at 8 p.m. in Davis Education Building.
"The Monastery of St. Francis" will be shown at 9:30 and 11 p.m. in Shroyer Auditorium.
The orchestra class will practice at 1 p.m. in Shroyer Auditorium. The Symphonic Band rehearsal will begin at 3 p.m. in Shroyer Auditorium.
The Orchestra will meet at 5 p.m. in the Large Gym. The University School chorus will meet beginning at 6 p.m. in Furr Auditorium. Model U.N. Committee will meet in Room C of the University Center at 7 p.m. The Latin American Institute Seminar will meet at 7 p.m. in the Morris Library Auditorium.
Saluki Flying Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Seminar Room of the Agriculture Building.
The French Chef. The elegant way to roast and serve squab and small game birds.
4 p.m., Film Featurette.
7:30 p.m. What's New: What the law west of the Pecos was like.
(Repealed from Thursday.)
8:30 p.m. International Magazine Report on a variety of stories from around the world. (To be repeated Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.)

Sunday
Intramural coeducational swimming will be held at the pool in University School starting at 1 a.m.
Mu Phi Epsilon will hold initiation beginning at 1:30 p.m. in Morris Library Auditorium and Lounge.
The Southern Film Society will present the film "Maccario" beginning at 6 p.m. in Morris Library Auditorium.
W. D. Kristora of the Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory will discuss "People, People, People!" in the Morris Library Auditorium at 2 p.m.
"The Monastery of St. Francis" will be shown on WSIU Radio at 7:30 a.m., "Man's First Winter at the South Pole" will be shown on WSIU-TV at 8 p.m. today.
11:25 a.m. "Mannish Woman at the South Pole" will be shown on WSIU-TV at 8 p.m. today.
4 p.m., Film Featurette.
7:30 p.m. What's New: What the law west of the Pecos was like.
(Repealed from Thursday.)
8:30 p.m. International Magazine Report on a variety of stories from around the world. (To be repeated Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.)

Radio to Broadcast 'Broadway Beat' Today; Music Programs Top List Over Weekend
"Broadway Beat" will be featured on WSIU Radio at 7 p.m. today.
10 p.m., Casual Dinner,
8:30 p.m., Jazz and You,
7 p.m., Special of the Week.
8 p.m., London.
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Hairy Situation

Males Getting Braver, Invade Wig Salons

In Quest of New Look for Little Woman

By Sandy Shipe

Copley News Service

It would seem like a pretty hairy situation for a mom to set out to buy a wig for her

wife.

Now, so say the wig salons.

Gone is the stigma of walking into a parlor house and being welcomed as great pros­pective customers.

Probably not by self-de­fense, they figure a wig may keep their girls out of rollers and hair clips.

That could explain the popularity of a little wig, which when styled once, needs nary a

roller forever after.

Our informant has observed men take a more practical

approach when buying wigs.

They figure a human hair wig is of little use, since it needs the same washing and styling as the true tresses.

Saleswomen hesitate to sell a styled wig to a man as a gift (not that he'd wear it

himself) because they will be

chosen with the wearer's

colored features.

One fellow, trying to de­

scribe his little lady, recalled her as being like a beehive.

"Honey," he blurted.

Most men approach the wig

salons with determination, keeping exactly what they want.

The skeletal soul

fingers on the outside, mingling

with the audience—like groups

which most every fitting,

bravely bolstered by what

they've seen, they then ap­

proach the saleswomen to

make their choice.

More than one has lost his

composure as others gather

around to admire his choice.

Like the fellow, clutching his checkbook and gasping—

"Hurry and take my check—

I want to get out of here."

It's Getting More Difficult

To Get Whiff of Fresh Air

By Alfred M. McCoy Jr.,

Copley News Service

LOS ANGELES—We kill or

main thousands monthly on our highways, we let much of the world exist on the

brink of starvation. On the

other hand, we devote the efforts of our finest scientific talent to sending rockets to

the moon.

Meanwhile the danger of suffocation from polluted air is perhaps greater than the

threat of fallout from nuclear

weapons.

Air pollution is a problem of major consequence. It

most dramatically evident in

the deadly smog attacks such as have occurred in London Donorala, and in other

years. These are tragic events, but the greater prob­

lem which is harmful, and

often fatal, to far more people

is the gradual poisoning of the air resulting from automobile

fumes in Los Angeles, radon

smoke in New York, chemical vapor in Houston, and dozens of other sources in hundreds of

other cities.

The harmful substances in

the air are many. Probably the most serious is sulfur

dioxide, which is emitted in

large quantities when low- grade coal is burned. The ef­

fect on those with heart or

lung disorders can be serious.

Another common contaminant is nitrous oxide, commonly

lantern gas. The harmful effects of this gas at the levels which might be found in the air

are not thought to be

important.

Perhaps the greatest worry is the fact that un­
predictable combinations of these pollutants can result in chemical interactions which are

quite unforeseen.

The other factor that can

complicate the situation is the effect of sunlight on automobile fumes, which results in a photo­

chemical change, and gives the Los Angeles smog its eye­

irritating properties.

Electric power generators

which burn soft coal are a serious offender. The use of

nuclear power, natural gas or

oil can reduce this a great deal—probably to a reasonable level.

The automobile is another
culprit. Every year motor ve­

hicles, mostly automobiles, emit an estimated two million tons of

contaminants into the air over the United States.

It is clear that, with the

increasing use of automobiles, this is a present pollution problem, and that probably as more

and more people living in the cities, the situa­tion will grow into one that is

unavoidable if nothing is done.

It can be done only if

the people demand it and show that they are willing to spend a reasonable amount of

money for a breath of fresh

air.

Frosted Up? Find Summer

In Scenic Rio

RIO DE JANEIRO—Fed up

with cold weather? Come fly­

ing down to Rio. Summer has just begun and

daylight saving time has lengthened the same hours in this tropical metropolis with

its miles of curving beaches.

Travelers arriving at Caleao international airfield

are greeted by sightseers driving their

motor to way of the tunnel. This route into town will cut about 30 minutes off the trip to Copacabana where most visitors stay. But the saving will cost a scenic drive.

The longer route passes through the

colony of Candelaria neighborhood and the

Meadow district. The highway then

skirt Guanabara Bay between

artificial beaches and green lawns and playgrounds that did exist during the colonial era.

A detour to Largo do Machado will permit a stop at the ancient fort of 30 centuries. For those who read Por­

tuguese, leather-bound comp­

ion books are available, and

second-hand U.S. pocket­

books can be had as for less

as 30 cents each.

The tourist with a limited

amount of hard money should

Keep in mind that the

country suffering from infla­

tion. His dollar can be stretched much further due to

the fact that the break he gets in ex­

change.

Little Things Count

The university funded a recent survey of Americans in one of those little things which

make employees warm to employers.

After a wall-climbing Christmas season, came—not unexpectedly—the final bash, New

Year's Eve, Dec. 31, otherwise known to university employees as the day-before-

payday.

This particular day-before-

payday was a Friday. A Satur­

day, followed, so there was no mail

on payday. So the last checks

until Monday, after a lean and

lonely weekend.

Unless the Univer­sity

presurer assumes a signifi­

cant amount of funds it is likely to run out of town owing a day's work, which most were

nobody expects fines. But

checks might be mailed end­

of December. A few of the

federal agencies, including the Veterans Admin­

istration, are expected to be

out of pocket by the New Year.

There's a big thing certainly, but we've been nice.

—Paul Butler,

The Daily Iowan

Today's Quotes

A tiger in the tank is no value to the

genre at the wheel.—Tom Fraser.

Killing time is suicide on the installment plan. —Thomas Burke.
Who Makes University Policy?

This leaves the students. What part do they play? They are, after all, not very much so as academic policy is concerned. In past decades their major protests have been against unsuccessfulty and graduate students to whom they should be given. It is a matter of policy or control over it, when they ask for better teaching, less emphasis on research, or when they protest the dismissal or denial of promotion to a popular professor—as they have done at St. John's University, Brooklyn College, Yale, and Tufts—they come into direct conflict with the faculty.

It is the research-oriented faculty that is primarily responsible for the neglect of undergraduate education in all but the most backward campuses a faculty committee rather than an administrator decides which professors shall be retained and promoted. If students are to have more influence over university affairs, faculty members will have less.

The recent student protests have reopened an ancient question: "Who runs the university?" There is no simple answer. A university is an enormously complex institution consisting of students, administrators, professors, and a vast array of supporting personnel—secretaries, clerks, accountants, and maintenance people.

It differs from an undergraduate college in

that it has not one but several faculties that preside over it. Many professional and graduate schools. It is responsible for the maintenance of all knowledge as well as for its dissemination—a fact that undergraduates critical of the research emphasis are prone to overlook.

By a tradition that dates from the Middle Ages, the faculty is the policy-making body. But the faculty of a contemporary American university shares its responsibility for policy with a board of trustees or regents which, in most cases, holds the final legal authority. The fact that a university president stands midway between these two policy-making bodies, each of which somewhat more powerful than the other, makes his task far more difficult than that of the head of an industrial, governmental, or military organization in which power flows from the top downward.

To an undeocratic or a junior instructor, a university president, because he symbolizes authority, seems a natural target for attack from student groups. But, as Clark Kerr has pointed out in "The Uses of the University," the president is primary mediator of countervailing forces. He has some control, or at least some influence, over the budget, usually he has a hand in the selection of deans and department heads, and he can use his office as a platform from which to persuade, but he has no real authority over the tenured faculty.

His own job is always insecure. Not only can he be dismissed at any time by the board, but his resignation can be forced by a simple vote of no confidence from the faculty or by persistence of students from student groups. As recently demonstrated at the University of California, after the president announced his intention to resign, both faculty and students conceded that the Kerr administration was their best defense against the threats from the outside that threaten freedom in the university. But if each faculty or student body continued to oppose him, Kerr's position would have been untenable.

The fact that university administrators must face grave responsibilities with only limited authority is inherent in the nature of academic institutions. The obligation of a university to push back the frontiers of knowledge require that both students and faculty be free to inquire, to conceive, and to examine critically all the assumptions and beliefs that society holds most dear.

Inevitably, a strong academic institution will harbor individuals who hold divergent and unpopular views. An extension of the learning process has been to require that both students and faculty be free to inquire, to conceive, and to examine critically all the assumptions and beliefs that society holds most dear.

Inevitably, a strong academic institution will harbor individuals who hold divergent and unpopular views. An extension of the learning process has been to require that both students and faculty be free to inquire, to conceive, and to examine critically all the assumptions and beliefs that society holds most dear.

The recent student protests have reopened an ancient question: "Who runs the university?"

The answer is complex. The university president is primarily a mediator of counterbalancing forces. He has some control, or at least some influence, over the budget, usually he has a hand in the selection of deans and department heads, and he can use his office as a platform from which to persuade, but he has no real authority over the tenured faculty.

His own job is always insecure. Not only can he be dismissed at any time by the board, but his resignation can be forced by a simple vote of no confidence from the faculty or by persistence of students from student groups. As recently demonstrated at the University of California, after the president announced his intention to resign, both faculty and students conceded that the Kerr administration was their best defense against the threats from the outside that threaten freedom in the university. But if each faculty or student body continued to oppose him, Kerr's position would have been untenable.

The fact that university administrators must face grave responsibilities with only limited authority is inherent in the nature of academic institutions. The obligation of a university to push back the frontiers of knowledge require that both students and faculty be free to inquire, to conceive, and to examine critically all the assumptions and beliefs that society holds most dear.

Inevitably, a strong academic institution will harbor individuals who hold divergent and unpopular views. An extension of the learning process has been to require that both students and faculty be free to inquire, to conceive, and to examine critically all the assumptions and beliefs that society holds most dear.

Inevitably, a strong academic institution will harbor individuals who hold divergent and unpopular views. An extension of the learning process has been to require that both students and faculty be free to inquire, to conceive, and to examine critically all the assumptions and beliefs that society holds most dear.
How to stick to your budget, and have money left over for other things:

Shop Egyptian ads.

Watch them and live better. From specials on groceries to sales on suits (both men's and women's), the Daily Egyptian will keep you informed about what's going on today. "What, why, where and how much" are things you want to know — find out, and buy via Daily Egyptian advertising. You'll live better.
Ayub, Shastri Keep Talking
-- in Circle
TASHKENT, U.S.S.R. (AP) — Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin use the last day of his India-Pakistan conference back in motion Friday but a solution to the smoldering quarrel still was elusive.

President Ayub Khan of Pakistan and Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri of India conferred privately twice for a total of about 11 1/2 hours for the first time since Wednesday.

They were still deadlocked on Kashmir, the heart of 18 years of strife and bloodshed.

New York (AP) — The Transit Authority sought a $322,000-a-day fine Friday against the AFL-CIO Transit Workers Union, by way of damages in the week-old New York bus and subway strike. The total to date would amount to $32,254,000.

At the same time the authority refused to go along with a suggestion that TWU President Michael A. Quill and eight other strike leaders be released from jail to facilitate a settlement of the transit crisis.

State Supreme Court Justice Abraham N. Geller, who sent Quill and the eight other leaders to jail for contempt of court at the instigation of the Transit Authority, put off until Monday a decision on the fine. He already has held the union as well as its leaders guilty of civil contempt.

The Transit Authority, in pressing for the fine, said in a statement that "this will not compensate the city and its people for the enormous damages both unions are causing them, it will not impress upon the unions the fact that they cannot flout the law with impunity."

Douglas J. Malachan, acting head of the TWU in Quill's absence, said the Transit Authority's damage claim had brought peace talks to a standstill and added:

"You're not going to settle anything that way."

Quill and the eight other strike leaders were jailed by Geller last Tuesday after they refused to call off the strike. Pressure for their release had come from officials of other AFL-CIO unions in the city. However, the Transit Authority said it "cannot in good conscience ask the court to release Mr. Quill and the others until it is clear that they are acting to call off the strike."

Malachan said, however, that release of Quill and the others was not a condition for settlement of the multimillion dollar transit纠use.

Republican Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, who is aide to President Johnson for federal loans to New York individuals and small businessmen hard hit by the strike.

"A thousand per cent better than yesterday," was Traffic Commissioner Henry A. Barnes' assessment of traffic movement in the fifth straight work day of collision and commuter rail jams. Rain Thursday complicated the set-up, turning it into what he called "the longest wash hour in the city's history."

Earlier in the day, Secretary of Labor William Wirtz told newsmen: "The first line of hope for a solution is in that bargaining that is going on up there right now."

"I think the situation still remains uncertain and seri­ous," he said.

Use of the Taft-Hartley law to halt the subway and bus strike was considered in Washington to be an uneasiness under the circumstances, since there is considerable question as to whether it would apply.
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February Draft Call! Drops to New Low
WASHINGTON (AP) — A draft call for February of 29,400 men was fixed Friday-a sharp drop from the levels set for the two previous months.

The request by the Defense Department compared with 38,280 for January and 45,229 for December.

A swinging weekend in Chicago for $16
Stay at Chicago's YMCA HOTEL 836 South Wells, across the street from the Chicago Public Library at the edge of the Loop

ROOMS: $4.00
Singles—$3.00,
Doubles—$4.75,
Suites—$6.50

Each room equipped with full housekeeping facilities

MEAL & COUPONS Free

For reservations or information, call 212-1833

Rental Services
- Refrigerators
- TV's
- Ranges
- Washers

Williams
STORE
212 S. ILLINOIS 7-4856

The FINEST Merchandise
At The BEST Prices
University Shopping Plaza

Y OU' LL LOVE
OUR E A S T, COURTESY PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
- DRY CLEANING
- LAUNDRY
- SHIRT SERVICE

EAST GATE CLEANERS
WALL AT WALNUT
Ph. 9-4221
Spanish Instructor to Speak On Mexican Travel Course

Robert Wosylus, instructor of Spanish in the Department of Foreign Languages, will report on the 1965 Travel-Study Course in Mexico at A.C.C.O.N. on Monday and Tuesday.

A.C.C.O.N. is a private Peace Corps-type organization, Holcombe's visit will be for public relation and recruitment purposes.

Anyone interested in contacting Holcombe should call Mrs. Sharon K. Megg in the International Relations Office at 3361.

Engineers to Observe Profession's 'Week'

National Engineers Week, Feb. 21-25, will be observed at the University. Which is located in the University Center.

SIU Chairman Vernon J. Kupel, District 9, engineer for the State Division of Highways, remarked recently that anytime a city has as many cars passing one place as Carbondale has on Main Street, there is going to be a problem.

He suggested an additional traffic lane in each direction as a means of relieving the congestion.

Kirk said that Carbondale is in the amount of funds available for traffic and street improvements. Half of the annual state motor fuel tax allotment is committed to the retirement of the $1,450,000 citywide improvement program which calls for widening and reconstruction of the more heavily traveled streets but he doubts if this will give much relief on Especially the several streets adjacent to the downtown area.

Frank A. Kirk, city street commissioner, said the city has a $1,450,000 improvement program which calls for widening and reconstruction of the more heavily traveled streets but he doubts if this will give much relief on Especially the several streets adjacent to the downtown area.

Several other cities concerned with traffic problems have ordered a crackdown on motorists driving through the crossing more than the 10 minutes. Conductors have been given police into court and fined for the violation.

Frank A. Kirk

Floyd Crawshaw's License Revoked

The driver's license of Floyd Crawshaw, former city employee, was revoked Friday by the secretary of state.

Crawshaw had been convicted Oct. 26 on a charge of leaving the scene of an accident in which an SIU student, Dianne Antrim, 19, of Carbondale, was run over. He was fined $100 and costs.

The secretary of state or a subdivision that action had not been taken earlier because of the record of the case had been misfiled as a result of a typographical error. The error was found after an inquiry was made into the case on Thursday.

SAM to Meet Tuesday

The Society for the Advance- ment of Management will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Studio Theatre of University School.

In Carbondale

Officials Seek Relief For Traffic Problems

By Phil Seitzinger

One of the most perplexing problems facing the city and University officials today is how to eliminate the traffic after the accidents occurring daily in Carbondale streets.

During the past year the number of accidents in the city has increased considerably.

One major step taken by the City Council to solve one of the congestion is the adoption of an ordinance banning parking on either side of several streets adjacent to the downtown area.

Frank A. Kirk, city street commissioner, said the city has a $1,450,000 improvement program which calls for widening and reconstruction of the more heavily traveled streets but he doubts if this will give much relief on Especially the several streets adjacent to the downtown area.

A beeper latched onto the 1965 Travel-Study Course in Mexico at A.C.C.O.N. on Monday and Tuesday.

A.C.C.O.N. is a private Peace Corps-type organization, Holcombe's visit will be for public relation and recruitment purposes.

Anyone interested in contacting Holcombe should call Mrs. Sharon K. Megg in the International Relations Office at 3361.

Engineers to Observe Profession's 'Week'

National Engineers Week, Feb. 21-25, will be observed at the University. Which is located in the University Center.

SIU Chairman Vernon J. Kupel, District 9, engineer for the State Division of Highways, remarked recently that anytime a city has as many cars passing one place as Carbondale has on Main Street, there is going to be a problem.

He suggested an additional traffic lane in each direction as a means of relieving the congestion.

Kirk said that Carbondale is in the amount of funds available for traffic and street improvements. Half of the annual state motor fuel tax allotment is committed to the retirement of the $1,450,000 citywide improvement program which calls for widening and reconstruction of the more heavily traveled streets but he doubts if this will give much relief on Especially the several streets adjacent to the downtown area.

Frank A. Kirk, city street commissioner, said the city has a $1,450,000 improvement program which calls for widening and reconstruction of the more heavily traveled streets but he doubts if this will give much relief on Especially the several streets adjacent to the downtown area.

Several other cities concerned with traffic problems have ordered a crackdown on motorists driving through the crossing more than the 10 minutes. Conductors have been given police into court and fined for the violation.

Frank A. Kirk

Floyd Crawshaw's License Revoked

The driver's license of Floyd Crawshaw, former city employee, was revoked Friday by the secretary of state.

Crawshaw had been convicted Oct. 26 on a charge of leaving the scene of an accident in which an SIU student, Dianne Antrim, 19, of Carbondale, was run over. He was fined $100 and costs.

The secretary of state or a subdivision that action had not been taken earlier because of the record of the case had been misfiled as a result of a typographical error. The error was found after an inquiry was made into the case on Thursday.

SAM to Meet Tuesday

The Society for the Advance- ment of Management will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Studio Theatre of University School.
Winter Term AFROTC Group Staff—Members of the winter term Air Force ROTC group staff include (left to right), front row: Randall L. Reed, Phillip E. McKenna, Ronald D. Hill, Robert E. Smith; second row, Paul D. Johnson, Gerald W. Hampfelen, Michael R. Herders, James P. Jones; back row, Charles F. Milwowski, Warren E. Stewart and George E. Zumwalt. Not present were Ronald J. Springer, Alec L. Biehl and William H. Cavel III.

Officers Selected
Cadet Col. Paul D. Johnson Named AFROTC Commander

Cadet Col. Paul D. Johnson has been named group commander of Detachment 205, AFROTC, for winter term, Johnson is a senior from Pontiac, Ill., majoring in biology. He is a member of the Arnold Air Society and plans to become a pilot when on active duty.

Assisting Johnson will be Cadet Lt. Cols. George D. Zumwalt Jr., group executive officer; Phillip E. McKenna, operations officer; Gerald W. Hampfelen, accountant and finance officer; Robert E. Smith, administrative officer; Michael R. Herder, personnel officer; William H. Cavel III, inspector; Alec L. Biehl, supply officer; Randall M. Hill, operations officer; Ronald J. Springer and Charles F. Milwowski, special assistants.

Other group staff members (all cadet majors) are Warren E. Stewart, administrative officer; Michael R. Herder, personnel officer; William H. Cavel III, inspector; Alec L. Biehl, supply officer. Randall M. Hill, operations officer; Gerald W. Hampfelen, accountant and finance officer; Robert E. Smith, information officer; James P. Jones, recruiting officer; and Raymond L. Reed II, security and law enforcement officer.

Squadron commanders are Cadet Majors Donald J. Housesman, Martin R. Whetsel, Donald L. Kramp, Gary W. Oehlert, John A. Hudson and Jerry M. Brasel.

School Accrediting Institution Changes Investigation Method

A North Central Association program of high school visitation for Southern Illinois will begin April 12-15 at Carlinville. John D. Mees, professor of secondary education at SIU and NEA regional director in the 24 southernmost illinois counties, and a team of 18 educators will visit Carlinville.

Headed by Floyd Smith, Flora school superintendent, the team consists of outstanding high school administrators and teachers, college professors, and members of the staff of Ray Page, superintendent of public instruction.

Mees said the group will delve into each school's philosophy and objectives, school-community relations, the program of studies, fields of study offered, the school plant, health and guidance services, instructional materials and other phases of operation.

The objective, he added, is "to get somewhat away from quantitative ratings and improve the quality of secondary education." Each committee member will write a report on his findings. These will be put into a general report by Chairman Smith and sent to the school visited.

Under the new program, all high schools in the 19 states covered by the NCA, which accredits secondary schools and colleges, will be visited every seven years.

Summer Disciplinary Cases Increase Over 1964 Figure

A total of 70 disciplinary cases were handled by the Office of Student Affairs General Affairs during the 1965 summer quarter, an increase of nearly 50 per cent from summer quarter 1964.

This information was reported Thursday in a report of the Student Affairs Office which noted that the greatest increase occurred in the cases resulting in disciplinary probation.

Six of the cases in summer 1964 involved disciplinary probation, compared to 19 in 1965.

The report also notes that student summer population does not represent student population during the remainder of the year; a fact which, the report concludes, may be the reason for fewer disciplinary cases than other quarters.

The number of suspensions dropped substantially in 1965 with only three students being suspended compared to 10 suspensions during summer 1964.

Twenty-seven students received official reprimands during summer 1964, and 46 were reprimanded last year.

Last summer, there was one declined suspension (a student allowed to finish the quarter) with no such action being taken during summer 1964.

Very Big On Campus!

The Crazy Horse Offers:

- Modern Equipment
- Pleasant Atmosphere
- Dates Play Free

CRAZY HORSE BILLIARD ROOM CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER

Alluring Eyewear
Your glasses should be a definite part of your personality. Our stylishly correct frames will make you look like your glamorous best. ONE DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE FOR MOST EYEWEAR $9.50

Contact Lenses $69.50 Inclusive Lifetime per pair

CONRAD OPTICAL

Access from the Varsity Theater, Dr. C. E. Kendrick, ophthalmologist, corner 16th and Monroe, Herrin, Dr. C.
Health Center Shift Confuses Students

It's in Small Group Housing

The SIU Health Service and Pharmacy have now moved to their new location in 115 Small Group Housing.

Dr. Walter H. Clark, acting director, said that many students are having trouble finding the new location. It is on the west end of the Small Group Housing complex.

Students can reach it by following the loop road all the way around until they reach two buildings on the road's left side. The Health Service is the second of these buildings.

Clark said that some features of the new location are six additional examining rooms, bringing the total to ten, a pharmacy located in the same building, and a limited appointment schedule for students who are not acutely ill, and do not need immediate attention.

These students should call the Health Service (3-3311) and make an appointment to see a specific doctor at some time.

Clark said that they have not been moved into the building long enough to be able to tell what other advantages might be. He said that since the term began volume has not been great enough to say whether students will have to wait long before seeing a doctor.

Photos by Randy Clark
Unfriendly Miami Redskins
Attack SIU Matmen Tonight

A small group of unfriendly Redskins will invade the Arena at 7:30 o'clock tonight. Under the leadership of Flex McAnaney, this band of Redskins doesn't fight with conventional weapons like boas and arrows, but instead prefers to engage their opponents hand-to-hand combat, or what is better known as wrestling.

The method has proved quite successful for these Redskins of Miami of Ohio, who are defending Mid-America Conference championships.

Despite recent injuries, the Saluki matmen, who finished third at Miami of Ohio and are ready for them.

Middleweights Al Lipper and Terry Thomas and heavyweights Al and Aaron Bubolz are the latest on the casualty list.

But Coach Jim Wilkinson has reached into the reserve ranks and believes he has a lineup capable of beating the Redskins.

The lower weight classes will probably hold their own in the best matches, especially at 123 where Southern's Terry Magone will meet SIU's best in Dave Range," said Wilkinson.

The wrestling scoring system is as follows:

Individual: Take down, 2 points; escape, 1; reversal, 2; fall, 3; decision, 3; and draw, 0.

"Pride and Passion"

"The Pride and the Passion," a film based on C.S. Forester's "The Gun," will be shown at 8 p.m. today in Davis Auditorium in the Whit Education Center.

The movie is the story of the struggle of a group of Spaniards to launch a courage to bear on the armies of Napoleon.

DAILY EGYPTIAN

CLASSIFIED ADS

Classified advertising rates: 20 words or less $2.00 per insertion; additional words 30 cents per word. The Egyp gets: personal, property, service, for sale, wanted, wanted-to-buy. College students not eligible. Call (618) 549-4600.

FOR SALE


1970 Ford Thunderbird, Automatic, 40,000 miles, $2,000. 549-6024.

1969 Chevrolet Impala, Automatic, 50,000 miles, $1,200. 549-6024.

1968 Ford Fairlane, Automatic, 30,000 miles, $1,600. 549-6024.

1967 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 25,000 miles, $1,800. 549-6024.

1966 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 20,000 miles, $1,500. 549-6024.

1965 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 15,000 miles, $1,300. 549-6024.

1964 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 10,000 miles, $1,100. 549-6024.

1963 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 5,000 miles, $1,000. 549-6024.

1962 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 2,000 miles, $900. 549-6024.
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1966 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 20,000 miles, $1,500. 549-6024.

1965 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 15,000 miles, $1,300. 549-6024.

1964 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 10,000 miles, $1,100. 549-6024.

1963 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 5,000 miles, $1,000. 549-6024.

1962 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 2,000 miles, $900. 549-6024.

FOR SALE

1969 Chevrolet Impala, Automatic, 50,000 miles, $1,200. 549-6024.

1968 Ford Fairlane, Automatic, 30,000 miles, $1,600. 549-6024.

1967 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 25,000 miles, $1,800. 549-6024.

1966 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 20,000 miles, $1,500. 549-6024.

1965 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 15,000 miles, $1,300. 549-6024.

1964 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 10,000 miles, $1,100. 549-6024.

1963 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 5,000 miles, $1,000. 549-6024.

1962 Ford Mustang, Automatic, 2,000 miles, $900. 549-6024.

FOR RENT

House Trailer, Russellville, Rice one bedroom, $55 per month plus utilities. Immediate possession. Two miles from campus. Phone: 549-3319.

Foam mattress and box springs. Also bed frame. Call 549-3319.
Kentucky Wesleyan Panthers Called ‘Hot-Shooting’ Squad

(Continued from Page 1) Dallas Thornton, a 6-4 sophomore. Thornton is similar to Southern’s George McNeil, playing high post on the Panthers’ 1-3-1 offense. He is averaging 15.3 points.

Coach Guy Martin, the senior member of Southern’s coaching staff, to its newest member, Joe Lutz, the opinion was “leave our dogs alone.”

Martin disagreed with the editorial comment that brown was more important than speed in football.

Martin pointed out that one only had to observe the recent Orange and Rose Bowl football games to observe the importance of speed.

In both bowls the quicker and lighter team won.

Martin, who played and coached when Southern teams were called the Maroons, was in favor of the change back in the early 1950s when it was voted on by the student body.

Gymnastics Coach Bill Moore likes the uniqueness of the name Salukis and also pointed out that speed and not brown is being stressed in football today.

Coach Herb Vogel of the women’s gymnastics team went a step farther by saying that if a football team needs a nickname to play football then it better cash in its chips, Vogel likes the uniqueness of the mascot and said his team didn’t mind going by the name Salukis, so why should anybody else?

Wesleyan is no newcomer to Southern’s schedule. The two teams have met 14 times previously, with the Salukis winning only five. But Southern came out on top both times last year with 100-75 and 94-70 victories.

Ticket Policy Set For Aces Game

There will be a special procedure for distribution of tickets to the Evansville basketball game here Feb. 26, according to the Athletic Department.

Only students who have athletic passes will be able to buy tickets on Feb. 25 and 26. The day before the game, and the day of the game, tickets will be available to everyone.

All seats for this game will be reserved.

Let Sleeping SIU Dogs Lie, Coaches Respond to Editorial

Just let the sleeping Saluki dogs lie, was the opinion of Southern’s coaching staff in response to the recent editorial in the Sparta News-Plainedealer.

From Coach Glenn (Abe) Martin, the senior member of Southern’s coaching staff, down to its newest member, Joe Lutz, the opinion was “leave our dogs alone.”

Martin disagreed with the editorial comment that brown was more important than speed in football.

Martin pointed out that one only had to observe the recent Orange and Rose Bowl football games to observe the importance of speed.

In both bowls the quicker and lighter team won.

Martin, who played and coached when Southern teams were called the Maroons, was in favor of the change back in the early 1950s when it was voted on by the student body.

Gymnastics Coach Bill Moore likes the uniqueness of the name Salukis and also pointed out that speed and not brown is being stressed in football today.

Coach Herb Vogel of the women’s gymnastics team went a step farther by saying that if a football team needs a nickname to play football then it better cash in its chips, Vogel likes the uniqueness of the mascot and said his team didn’t mind going by the name Salukis, so why should anybody else?

Wesleyan is no newcomer to Southern’s schedule. The two teams have met 14 times previously, with the Salukis winning only five. But Southern came out on top both times last year with 100-75 and 94-70 victories.

Ticket Policy Set For Aces Game

There will be a special procedure for distribution of tickets to the Evansville basketball game here Feb. 26, according to the Athletic Department.

Only students who have athletic passes will be able to buy tickets on Feb. 25 and 26. The day before the game, and the day of the game, tickets will be available to everyone.

All seats for this game will be reserved.

Rehab Remains in Top Spot For Second Straight Week

For the second straight week, the Rehab team is leading the Faculty-Staff Bowling League.

The Grad A’s, with a three-point victory over the Bureau of Business Research, continued their drive to leave the cellar.

The standings:

- Rehab 33 15
- Dutch Masters 28 20
- Technology 26 22
- Southern Players 26 22
- Chemistry 22 22
- Business 25 23
- VT 23 23
- Housing 24 24
- Counseling and Testing 23.5 24.5
- University Center 21 27

Data Processing 20.5 27.5
Spares 20 28
Alley Cans 20 28
Grad A’s 18 30
High Series: Individual, Gerry Piovota, Rehab, 547, team, Rehab, 2758.
High game: George Thomas, Grad A’s, 216, team, Technology, 1010.

International Club To Discuss Women

The International Relations Club will hold its first meeting of the year at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Morris Library Auditorium.

The program will discuss the role and status of women around the world. Everyone is invited.

This coupon, plus just $2.00, will thank Mom and Dad five days a week.

The program will discuss the role and status of women around the world. Everyone is invited.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!